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to the one or more vehicle components. The speci?c value
may be output as one or more messages from the vehicle.
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METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR
DETERMININGA TIRE PRESSURE STATUS
BACKGROUND

[0001]
[0002]

1. Technical Field
Various embodiments include methods and systems

for determining a tire pressure status. Further embodiments
include methods and systems for determining a rate of in?a
tion or de?ation of one or more vehicle tires.

[0003] 2. BackgroundArt
[0004] Various examples exist in the ?eld for determining a
tire pressure status. For instance, US. Pat. No. 6,441,732
issued to Laitsaari et al. discloses a system for displaying tire
characteristics. A vehicle depot such as for example a gas
station, a bus stop or a truck terminal, is equipped With a
communications system to receive data from a vehicle that

represents the operational characteristics of the tires of the
vehicle. The information may be automatically transmitted to
an appropriate transceiver located at the gas station When the
vehicle enters a preset perimeter of, or is a given distance

from, the gas station. Thus, When the operator of the vehicle
begins to pump gas or input air to the tires of his vehicle, he
could readily vieW the operational characteristics, or the sta
tus, of the tires of his vehicle at a display that is mounted
either at the gas pump, the handle of the gas hose, the housing
of the air supply or some other convenient location at the gas
station. In addition, the attendant at the gas station can vieW

the operational characteristics of the tires of any of the
vehicles parked at the gas station so that, if tire abnormalities
are observed, the attendant could inform the operator of the
vehicle that has the abnormal tire(s) that there is a potential

problem. A permanent record of the operational characteris
tics of the tires of any of the vehicles may be printed out.

Displays may also be incorporated to roadside signs/bill

be con?gured to receive input de?ning an in?ation status of
one or more vehicle tires and receive tire in?ation data of the
one or more tires. The at least one computer may be also

con?gured to calculate a speci?c value associated With an
in?ation event of the one or more vehicle tires based on the

in?ation data.
[0007] The speci?c value may be a numeric pressure value
of the one or more vehicle tires measured in a unit of pressure.

The speci?c value may also be an in?ation rate.
[0008] The speci?c numeric pressure value may be a pres
sure value of the one or more tires measured at one or more

instances during the in?ation event. The numeric pressure
values may additionally or alternatively be a difference
betWeen a stored placard pressure value (Which may be input
by a user) and a pressure value of the one or more tires
measured at one or more instances during the in?ation event.

[0009]

The speci?c in?ation rate value may be measured in

a unit of time.

[001 0]

The at least one computer may be further con?gured

to generate one or more messages for outputting the speci?c
value from one or more vehicle components (e. g., and Without
limitation, one or more vehicle lights, a vehicle horn, a

vehicle audio system, or a voice-based vehicle computing
system) and to transmit the one or more messages to the one

or more vehicle components. The speci?c value may be out
put as one or more messages from the vehicle. The messages
may be audible and may include, but are not limited to, one or
more beeps, tones, horn honks, or one or more voice-based

messages.
[0011] Another aspect may include a method for tire pres
sure status noti?cation from a vehicle. The method may

include receiving input de?ning an in?ation status of one or
more vehicle tires and receiving tire in?ation data of the one
or more tires. The status input and the in?ation data may be

boards so that passing motorists may readily ascertain from
the displays the operational characteristics of the tires of their

received via one or more data packets transmitted from one or

vehicles. Simple alert messages that appriZe the motorists,

the status input and the in?ation data may be received in
response to a triggering event (e.g., and Without limitation, an

either at the vehicle depot or passing the roadside sign/bill
board displays, of Whether attention needs to be directed to
the tires of their vehicles may be displayed in place of the
actual tire operational characteristics.
[0005] US. Pat. No. 6,612,165 issued to JuZsWik et al.
discloses a tire pressure monitoring system With pressure
gauge operating mode for indicating When air pres sure Within

more tire pressure monitoring sensors. In one embodiment,

air mass change of one or more tires). In a further embodi

ment, the status input and the in?ation data may be received

periodically after the triggering event (e. g., and Without limi
tation, every 15 to 30 seconds).
[0012] The method may further include calculating a spe

a tire is Within a predetermined pressure range. A tire in?ation

ci?c value associated With an in?ation event of the one or
more vehicle tires based on the in?ation data. One or more

pressure monitoring system and a method for monitoring air

messages for outputting the speci?c value from one or more

pressure Within a tire are provided. The system includes a tire

vehicle components may be generated and transmitted to the

based unit for sensing air pressure Within the tire and for
transmitting a pressure signal indicative thereof. The system
also includes a vehicle based unit for receiving the pressure
signal and for comparing the pressure signal to a prede?ned
pressure range. The vehicle based unit is operable in one of (i)
a normal operating mode that outputs an alert signal in
response to the air pressure Within the tire being outside of the
prede?ned pressure range and (ii) a pressure gauge operating
mode that outputs an in-range signal in response to the air
pressure Within the tire being Within the predetermined pres

one or more vehicle components. In one embodiment, the one
or more vehicle components may be selected based on a user

sure range.

preference. The speci?c value may be output as one or more

messages from the vehicle.
[0013] In one embodiment, the method may include peri
odically sampling a pressure value of the one or more tires.

This sampled pressure value may be included in the tire
in?ation data. Further, the pressure value may be sampled
according to a sampling mode.
[0014] In another embodiment, the tire in?ation data may
include at least one of a placard pressure value and a duration

SUMMARY

[0006] One aspect may include a tire pressure status noti
?cation system for a vehicle. The tire pressure status noti?
cation system may include at least one computer Which may

of in?ation of the one or more tires.

[0015] Another aspect may include a method Which
includes receiving input de?ning an in?ation status of one or
more vehicle tires and receiving in?ation data for the vehicle

tires. The method may also include calculating a speci?c
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value for an in?ation event based on the in?ation data. The
speci?c value may be output as one or more messages to one
or more vehicle components.

[0016] These and other aspects of the present invention Will
be better understood in vieW of the attached drawings and

following detailed description of the invention.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0017] The ?gures identi?ed beloW are illustrative of some
embodiments of the present invention. The ?gures are not
intended to be limiting of the invention recited in the

appended claims. Embodiments of the present invention, both
as to their organiZation and manner of operation, together

With further objects and advantages thereof, may best be
understood With reference to the folloWing description, taken
in connection With the accompanying draWings, in Which:
[0018] FIG. 1 illustrates a tire pressure monitoring system
according to one of the various embodiments;
[0019] FIG. 2a illustrates a data packet message format for
transmitting one or more messages from one or more tire

pressure monitoring system sensors according to one of the

various embodiments;
[0020]

FIG. 2b illustrates a data packet message format for

transmitting a tire pressure status message from one or more

tire pressure monitoring system sensors according to one of

the various embodiments;
[0021] FIG. 20 illustrates a non-limiting example of a func
tion code transmitted in the data packet of FIG. 2b;
[0022] FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary operation for deter
mining a pressure in one or more tires according to one of the

various embodiments;
[0023]

FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary operation for deter

mining the rate of in?ation/de?ation for one or more tires

according to one of the various embodiments;
[0024] FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary operation of the tire
pressure monitoring system for outputting a tire pressure
status message according to one of the various embodiments;
and
[0025] FIG. 6 illustrates an exemplary operation of a rapid
pressure change mode of a tire pressure monitoring system
according to one of the various embodiments.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

sensors 104a-d may periodically monitor or sample tire pres
sure for making a pressure determination. For example, tire
sensors 104a-d may monitor tire pressure every 15 minutes.
The periods at Which the sensors 104a-d may monitor the tire
pressure may vary depending on the preferences of the
vehicle manufacturer.

[0029] Tire sensor(s) 104a-d may have different modes for
monitoring tire pressure. Non-limiting examples of tire sen
sor modes include a rotating mode (i.e., Wheels are moving),
a stationary mode (i.e., Wheels have been stationary for an
extended period of time, e. g., greater than 15 minutes), and an

interim mode (i.e., a predetermined time (e.g., 15 minutes)
betWeen a tire pressure event (including, but not limited to,

Wheel motion) and the stationary mode). The monitoring
periods may also vary depending on the mode in Which the
tire sensors 104a-d are operating. For example, in a rotating
mode, tire sensors 104a-d may monitor tire pressure every 5
seconds. In stationary mode, tire sensors 104a-d may monitor

tire pressure less frequently (e. g., every minute). In the
interim mode, the sensors 104a-d may monitor tire pressure
every 2 seconds. The mode in Which the tires are operating
may be based on signal(s) transmitted from a motion sensor

(s) communicating With tire pressure sensor(s) 104a-d indi
cating a movement status of the tires. Furthermore, one or
more timers may be installed in sensor(s) 104a-d for measur

ing the span of the interim period.
[0030]

During a tire pressure event (i.e., an event effecting

tire pressure including, but limited to, an in?ation event or
de?ation event), tire sensors 104a-d may enter a rapid pres

sure change mode (RPC). In RPC mode, sensors 104a-d may
transmit the monitored tire pressure data obtained from the
one or more tires. Transmission rates may vary depending on

vehicle manufacturer preferences. In one non-limiting
embodiment, the tire pres sure data may be transmitted in the
range of every 15 to 30 seconds.
[003 1] The tire pres sure data may be transmitted to a TPMS

receiver 108 for transmission to the vehicle body control
module (BCM) 102. The TPMS receiver 108 may be a radio

frequency receiver module installed in the vehicle. Accord
ingly, in one non-limiting embodiment, the tire pressure data
from the sensor 104a-d may be transmitted as radio frequency
signals 110 to the TPMS receiver 108.

[0032]

TPMS receiver 108 may be in communication With

the BCM 102 over a vehicle communication netWork 112

[0026] Detailed embodiments of the present invention are
disclosed herein. HoWever, it is to be understood that the
disclosed embodiments are merely exemplary of an invention
that may be embodied in various and alternative forms.
Therefore, speci?c functional details disclosed herein are not
to be interpreted as limiting, but merely as a representative
basis for the claims and/or as a representative basis for teach
ing one skilled in the art to variously employ embodiments of
the present invention.
[0027] FIG. 1 shoWs a non-limiting exemplary embodi
ment of a tire pressure monitoring system (TPMS) of a

Which may include, Without limitation, CAN, J-l850,

vehicle. One or more tire sensors 104a-d may be disposed in
one or more vehicle tires. For example, tire sensor 104a may

posed in the vehicle and may receive tire in?ation status data
from tire pressure sensor(s) 104a-d. BCM 102 may include

be disposed in the left, front Wheel, tire sensor 104!) may be
disposed in the right, front Wheel, tire sensor 1040 may be
disposed in the right, rear Wheel, and tire sensor 104d may be
disposed in the left, rear Wheel.
[0028] Tire sensors 104a-d may be installed onto one or
more Wheels as part of the TPMS in order to detect the
pressure status of one or more vehicle tires. Furthermore, tire

GMLAN. The vehicle communication netWork 112 may

facilitate unilateral and/or bilateral data exchange (e.g., data
from and/ or to sensor(s) 104a-d) betWeen the TPMS receiver
108 and BCM 102. It should be understood that the architec
ture is non-limiting and may be modi?ed and/or re-arranged
Without departing from the scope of the various embodi
ments. By Way of example and not limitation, TPMS receiver
108 may be a component of BCM 102 rather than as a sepa
rate component as illustrated in FIG. 1.

[0033]

The body control module (BCM) 102 may be dis

programmable instructions (or an algorithm) 106 for deter
mining tire in?ation/de?ation status. For example, as Will be
described beloW, TPMS algorithm 106 may determine a tire
pressure level measured in pound-force per square inch (psi),
kiloPascal (kPa), bars, or other pressure units. As another
non-limiting example, TPMS algorithm 106 may measure the
rate of in?ation/de?ation Which may be measured in, as a
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non-limiting example, units of time (e.g., seconds). It should
be understood that the units of measurement used in these
examples are non-limiting and other units may be utiliZed
Without departing from the scope of the various embodi
ments.

[0034]

BCM 102 may transmit the tire in?ation/de?ation

status to one or more components of the vehicle for transmit
ting a status message to a user. A non-limiting example of a

ment, the ?rst three bits may be reserved to provide speci?c
information. For example, and Without limitation, the ?rst
three bits may comprise a battery status 20811, a mode status
208b, and pressure sensor range 2080.
[0040] Battery status 208a may indicate the life of the sen
sor’s battery. In one embodiment, battery status 208a may be
a loW battery status message. Mode status 208!) may indicate

the mode in Which the sensor(s) 104a-d is operating (as

user is any individual in?ating/de?ating the vehicle’s tires

described above). The pressure sensor range 2080 comprises

such as a vehicle oWner, user, or service technician. Non

the range at Which the sensor obtains pressure information

limiting examples of vehicle components to Which one or

relative to the atmosphere. In one embodiment, the pressure
range may be a numeric value (e.g., measured in “psig”). In
another embodiment, the range may be a general range (e. g.,

more in?ation/de?ation status messages may be transmitted

include a vehicle horn 114, vehicle lights (exterior or interior)
116, a vehicle computing system 118, a vehicle audio system
118, the vehicle instrument cluster 120, or combinations
thereof.
[0035] In one embodiment, the status message(s) may be
transmitted to and displayed on a user’s nomadic device (not

shoWn) via a Wireless connection With the vehicle computing
system 118. A nomadic device may include, but is not limited
to, a mobile phone, PDA, smartphone, or any other Wireless
device. The Wireless connection may be, Without limitation,
BLUETOOTH, WiFi, or WiMax.
[0036] The messages to the one or more vehicle compo
nents may be transmitted over a vehicle communication net

Work 122 Which may include, Without limitation, CAN,
J-l850, GMLAN. It should be understood that the arrange
ment of FIG. 1 is non-limiting and may be modi?ed Without
departing from the scope of the various embodiments. As a
non-limiting example, vehicle may include one or more
vehicle communication netWorks such that vehicle commu
nication netWorks 112 and 122 may be the same netWorks or

different netWorks. Vehicle communication netWork 112 and
122 may also be of the same or different speeds (e.g., and
Without limitation, netWork 112 may be a medium speed
netWork and netWork 122 may be a high speed netWork or

both netWorks 112 and 122 may be high speed networks).
[0037] Status messages received by the BCM 102 from the

a “loW/high” range).
[0041]

The remaining ?ve bits of the 8 bit status ?eld may

be comprised of one or more function codes. A non-limiting
example of a function code is an RPC transmission function

code. When the sensor(s) 104a-d are transmitting tire in?a
tion/de?ation data in RPC mode, the status ?eld of the data
packet(s) Will include the “RPC transmission” function code

for identifying a rapid pressure change. A non-limiting
example of a RPC function code is provided in FIG. 20.
[0042] For example, if the tires are being in?ated, the func
tion code Will include data representing tire in?ation. Tire
in?ation may be determined by a change in measured pres
sure data by a predetermined amount (e.g., and Without limi
tation, 2 psi). In one embodiment, the sensor(s) 104a-d may
measure the change in pressure and transmit a pressure

increase con?rmation (PIC) signal based on the pressure
change. Conversely, if the tires are being de?ated, the func
tion code may include data representing tire de?ation. In one
embodiment, the sensor(s) 1 0411 -d may measure the change in
pressure and transmit a pressure decrease con?rmation

(PDC) signal based on the pressure change.
[0043]

The TPMS system 100, as disclosed in the various

embodiments, may offer useful information to a user by trans
mitting pressure status information through one or more

vehicle components. Non-limiting examples of information

sensor(s) 104a-d may be transmitted as one or more data
packets according to one or more message protocols. In one

to a user may include pressure values and/or a rate of in?a
tion/de?ation during an in?ation/de?ation event. The mes

embodiment, data may be de?ned by at least four data packets
(or frames). FIGS. 2a and 2b illustrate exemplary embodi
ments of the data packets and the associated protocols that

received by a user as individual status messages or as a com

sages transmitted from the TPMS system 100 may be
bination of messages.

de?ne the tire in?ation/de?ation status messages.
[0038] FIG. 2a illustrates a general structure of the data

Non-Limiting Example 1

packet and the message protocol transmitted from the sensor
(s) 104a-d. The preamble ?eld 200 may include bits of data
(e. g., 8 bits) for initializing the data transmission. The ID ?eld
202 may include identi?cation information of the data packet.

mining and transmitting pressure values for receipt by the

The identi?cation information may include a destination
address and a source address. The pressure ?eld 204 may

user at a vehicle. As illustrated in block 300, the sensor(s)
1 04a-d may enter a tire monitoring mode based on the motion

Pressure Values

[0044]

FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary operation of deter

include updated tire pressure value(s). For example, the infor

detected by the motion sensors. Non-limiting examples of

mation may include the tire pressure value from the last
in?ation event. In one embodiment, this information may be

monitoring modes are described above.

updated at predetermined intervals (e.g., and Without limita
tion every 15-30 seconds). Temperature ?eld 206 may include

determine the air mass status of one or more tires by, for

tire air temperature information. Status ?eld 208 may include
sensor status data including, but not limited to, one or more

functions transmitted from the sensor 104a-d. Checksum
?eld 210 may be a veri?cation ?eld to verify the bits of data

transmitted in the packet frame.
[0039] FIG. 2b illustrates the composition of the status ?eld
in further detail. The status ?eld may comprise 8 bits of
information transmitted in the data packet. In one embodi

[0045]

As illustrated in block 302, sensor(s) 104a-d may

example, monitoring (or sampling) the air mass. In one
embodiment, monitoring the air mass may be performed at
predetermined time intervals. Thus, as illustrated in block
304, a determination may be made Whether the time for

measuring the air mass has lapsed. For example, and Without
limitation, in the interim mode, air mass monitoring may
occur every 2 seconds. As another non-limiting example, in
the stationary mode, the air mass monitoring may occur every
minute. Depending on the mode in Which the sensor(s)
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104a-d is operating, if the time for air mass monitoring has
not lapsed, then sensor(s) 104a-d may stall an air mass mea

sensor(s) 104a-d is operating, if the time for air mass moni
toring has not lapsed, then sensor(s) 104a-d may stall an air

surement.

mass determination.

[0046]

If the predetermined time has lapsed, a further deter

[0052]

If the predetermined time has lapsed, a further deter

mination may be made as to Whether a change in the tire’s air
mass has occurred as illustrated in block 306. If a change has

mination may be made as to Whether a change in the tire’s air
mass has occurred as illustrated in block 406. If a change has

not occurred, sensor(s) 104a-d may return to monitoring the

not occurred, sensor(s) 104a-d may return to monitoring the

air mass status at predetermined intervals. If a mass change

air mass status at predetermined time intervals. If a mass

has occurred, the sensor(s) 104a-d may enter the RPC mode

change has occurred, the sensor(s) 104a-d may enter the RPC

as illustrated in block 308. As described above, the air mass

mode as illustrated in block 408. As described above, the air
mass change may be a trigger for the RPC mode. Upon
entering the RPC mode, sensor 104a-d may transmit the
pressure reading(s) (e.g., the PIC or PDC) to the BCM 102 as
illustrated in block 410.
[0053] As illustrated in block 412, a placard pressure stored

change may be a trigger for the RPC mode.
[0047] Sensor 104a-d may identify the change in air mass
as an in?ation or de?ation event based on the increase or

decrease in air mass, respectively. Upon entering the RPC
mode, sensor 104a-d may transmit the pressure reading(s)
(e.g., the PIC or PDC) to the BCM 102 as illustrated in block
310. As described above, the PIC or PDC may include the
pressure value(s) of the tire(s) based on the increase or
decrease in air mass, respectively. This information may be
transmitted to the BCM 102 at predetermined time intervals
(e. g., and Without limitation, every 15-30 seconds for an
increase or every 2 seconds for a decrease). As illustrated in

block 312, upon receipt of the tire in?ation status signals, the
BCM 102 may determine the pressure value of the in?ated
tire(s) based on the algorithm 106 programmed to and per
formed at the BCM 102. In one embodiment, the algorithm
106 may include instructions for transmitting the pressure
value to the user via one or more vehicle components. Thus,
one or more commands may be transmitted to the one or more

in a vehicle computing system (not shoWn) may also be
received at the BCM 102. The placard pressure is generally a
recommended tire pressure level for operating a vehicle.

Accordingly, the placard pressure may be utiliZed by the
system 100 to notify the user of the rate of in?ation/de?ation

until the placard pressure is reached.
[0054] The placard pressure may or may not be stored in the
vehicle computing system by an OEM at factory installation.
In one embodiment, a user (e.g., a vehicle oWner or vehicle

user) may input one or more desired placard pressures
depending on the condition(s) in Which the vehicle is driven.

As one non-limiting example, the placard pressure may be
change based on vehicle speed (e.g., and Without limitation,
the driver Wishes to drive at high speeds). As another non

vehicle components for outputting the pressure value. The

limiting example, the placard pressure may be change based

message output operation is represented by circle blockA in

on the vehicle load (e.g., and Without limitation, due to the
number of passengers or the Weight of equipment in the

FIG. 3 and continued in FIG. 5 (further described beloW).
[0048] In one embodiment, the user may receive multiple
pressure status values. In this embodiment, the user may, for

vehicle). The updated placard pressure may then be used
When notifying a user of a tire pressure status during an

example, initiate an in?ation event and temporarily stall the

in?ation/de?ation event. Further details of the noti?cation

in?ation event to obtain an initial pressure value status mes

process are described beloW.

sage. Thus, after adding one or more blasts of air, the user may
discontinue in?ation and Wait for a message to be output from

[0055] As illustrated in block 414, the in?ation/de?ation
time of the tire(s) may be measured. During an RPC event,

one or more vehicle components to determine an initial pres

one or more timestamps may be associated With each change

sure value. The user may continue the in?ation event (With or
Without in?ation event pauses) to obtain one or more addi

in pres sure that is sampled (e. g., and Without limitation, every
tWo seconds in interim mode). Sensor(s) 104a-d may calcu

tional pressure values until the desired pressure value is
reached as determined by the output message.
[0049] Alternatively or additionally, the user may continu

late the rate of in?ation/ de?ation based on a change in pres

ously in?ate the one or more tires While receiving one or more

pressure value messages output from the vehicle. The user
may discontinue further in?ation When the desired pressure
value has been reached as determined by the output message.

Non-Limiting Example 2
Rate of In?ation

[0050]

FIG. 4 illustrates a non-limiting operation of deter

mining a rate of in?ation/de?ation during one or more tire

in?ation/de?ation events. As illustrated in block 400, the
sensor(s) 104a-d may enter a tire monitoring mode. As illus
trated in block 402, an air mass status may be determined by
monitoring or sampling the air mass.

[0051] The frequency of the air mass sampling may depend
on the monitoring mode. The sensor(s) 104a-d may deter

sure values betWeen sampling instances. For example, if the
sensor(s) 104a-d are in a stationary mode that samples pres
sure every 30 seconds, and 30 seconds have lapsed since a
user began the in?ation event, the sensor(s) 104a-d may mea
sure the pressure value change With respect to the placard
pressure and the pressure of the tire at or around 30 seconds.
[0056] In one embodiment, the result may be output once

the sampling has been made (i.e., at 30 seconds). When the
user recommences in?ation, the pressure value change may
be measured again based on the pressure value of the last
in?ation event. It Will be appreciated that the time values are
exemplary and other values may or may not be utiliZed With
out departing from the scope of the various embodiments.
[0057] In another embodiment, transmission of the rate of

in?ation/de?ation may be delayed. For example, if pressure
status transmission occurs every 60 seconds (in an RPC

mode), the sensor 104a-d may gather air mass information 2
times and calculate the rate of in?ation based on the air mass

based on the lapse of a predetermined time interval, as illus

changes that have occurred prior to the transmission. It Will be
appreciated that the time values are exemplary and other

trated in block 404, associated With each monitoring mode.
As described above, depending on the mode in Which the

values may or may not be utiliZed Without departing from the
scope of the various embodiments.

mine Whether to sample the air mass of one or more tires
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[0058] It should be understood that the same analysis may
be performed during a de?ation event. Furthermore, it should

[0067] If the status message(s) are not transmitted through
the vehicle computing system and/ or audio system, the status

be understood that in?ation/de?ation may occur continu

message(s) may be transmitted through other vehicle compo

ously (i.e., Without a pause or interruption by the user) until

nents (e.g., and Without limitation, the vehicle horn or the
vehicle lights). In this instance, the BCM 102 may transmit

the desired pressure level has been reached.

[0059]

The in?ation/de?ation data may be received by the

BCM 102 as illustrated in block 416.

[0060]

The information received from the sensor(s) 104a-d

and transmitted to the BCM 102 may be input to the TPMS
algorithm 106. The rate of in?ation may be determined as
illustrated inblock 418. The rate of in?ation may be measured

in units of time (e.g., and Without limitation, seconds). As
illustrated in block 420, from the rate of in?ation, the time

until the placard pressure is reached (for example) is deter
mined.
[0061] In one embodiment, the algorithm 106 may include
instructions for transmitting the rate of in?ation and/ or time
status to the user via one or more vehicle components. Thus,
one or more commands may be transmitted to the one or more

vehicle components for outputting the rate of in?ation. The

message output operation is represented by circle blockA in
FIG. 4 and continued at FIG. 5 (further described beloW).
[0062] FIG. 5 illustrates the operation for outputting an
in?ation/de?ation status message to the user after the status

has been determined (as described above With respect to
FIGS. 3 and 4).A determination may be made at the BCM 102

one or more commands to the vehicle horn and/or vehicle

light(s) as illustrated in block 508. The status message(s) may
be output from the vehicle horn and/or light(s) as illustrated in
block 510.

[0068] Using the examples above to illustrate this embodi
ment, if the placard pressure is 32 psi, the vehicle horn may
output “beep-beep-beep (pause) beep-beep.” If there are 5
seconds left until the placard pressure is reached, the horn
may beep 5 times.Altematively or additionally, the interior or
exterior lights may ?ash as folloWs to represent 32 psi: ?ash
3 times, pause, ?ash 2 times. To represent that 5 seconds are

left until the placard pressure is reached, the lights may ?ash
5 times.
[0069] FIG. 6 further illustrates the RPC mode described

above. The RPC mode may be triggered upon detection by the
sensor(s) 104a-d of a change in pressure value. The change in
pressure value may be based on the placard pressure. For

example, a change of 2 psi from the placard pressure may
trigger activation of the RPC mode. Alternatively or addition
ally, the change in pressure value may be based on the last

pressure reading (as determined by the pressure value ?eld

as to from Which component the status message should be
output as illustrated in block 500. In one embodiment, the

204).

BCM 102 may be default to output the status message through

determine a pressure status. The pressure status that is used
may be determined based on the commencement of the in?a
tion/ de?ation event as illustrated in block 602.

a vehicle computing system (not shoWn) and/or the vehicle
audio system. A non-limiting example of a vehicle computing
system is the SYNC system manufactured and distributed by
the FORD MOTOR COMPANY.
[0063] The decision to output a status message from the

vehicle computing system or another component may be
based on a user preference stored at the vehicle computing

[0070]

As illustrated in block 600, sensor 104a-d may

[0071] If the sensor 104a-d are determining the tire pres
sure status for the ?rst time in the tire in?ation/de?ation

session, the sensor(s) 104 a-d may used the placard pressure
for determining a pressure value change as illustrated in block
604. A determination may be made Whether the placard pres

system. The user may input this preference from the vehicle
computing system and/or from a Website. If the preferences

sure has been input by a user as illustrated in block 606.

are input from a Website, the information may be transmitted
to the vehicle over any Wireless netWork (e.g., and Without

OEM) as illustrated in block 608. If a placard pressure has
been received from a user, the user input placard pressure may
be utiliZed as illustrated in block 610.
[0073] If the tire pressure status is not being determined for
the ?rst time, the sensor(s) 104a-d may use the pressure value
from the last pressure reading to determine the pres sure value
change as illustrated in block 612. If a change in pressure

limitation, WiFi, WiMax or cellular).A non-limiting example
of such a Website is WWW.syncmyride.com.
[0064] If the status message(s) are transmitted through the
vehicle computing system, the BCM 102 may transmit a
command signal to the vehicle computing netWork 122, as
illustrated in block 502, for transmission to the vehicle com

puting system. The vehicle computing system may receive
the command as illustrated in block 504. The vehicle com

puting system may then output the status message(s) from
one or more vehicle speakers as illustrated in block 506.

[0065]

The status message(s) may be output as audible

messages. Non-limiting example of audible messages
include tones, beeps, speech, or combinations thereof. For
example, if a tire pressure value is at 32 psi, a message output
as a tone or beep may be heard as “beep-beep-beep (pause)
beep-beep.” Alternatively or additionally, the vehicle com

puting system may output “32 psi” in a spoken language. It
should be understood that the vehicle computing system may
output the status message in any language.

[0066]

As another non-limiting example, if the in?ation

time status is determined to be 5 seconds, one output may be

“beep-beep-beep-beep-beep.” Another non-limiting output
may be “5 seconds” output in a spoken language from the

voice computing system.

[0072]

If not, a default may be used (e.g., as input by the

value has occurred, the sensor(s) 104a-d may update the
pressure reading as illustrated in block 614.

[0074]

As illustrated in block 616, the updated pressure

reading or the placard pres sure may be transmitted in pres sure

?eld 204 (FIG. 2) to the TPMS receiver 108 for transmission
to the BCM 102.

[0075] While embodiments of the invention have been
illustrated and described, it is not intended that these embodi
ments illustrate and describe all possible forms of the inven
tion. Rather, the Words used in the speci?cation are Words of

description rather than limitation, and it is understood that
various changes may be made Without departing from the
spirit and scope of the invention.
What is claimed:
1. A tire pressure status noti?cation system for a vehicle

comprising:
at least one computer con?gured to:
receive input de?ning an in?ation status of one or more

vehicle tires;
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receive tire in?ation data of the one or more tires;
calculate a speci?c value associated With an in?ation
event of the one or more vehicle tires based on the

in?ation data;
generate one or more messages for outputting the spe
ci?c value from one or more vehicle components; and
transmit the one or more messages to the one or more

vehicle components for outputting the speci?c value
as one or more messages from the vehicle.

calculating a speci?c value associated With an in?ation
event of the one or more vehicle tires based on the

in?ation data;
generating one or more messages for outputting the spe
ci?c value from one or more vehicle components; and
transmitting the one or more messages to the one or more

vehicle components for outputting the speci?c value as
one or more messages from the vehicle.

12. The method of claim 1 further comprising periodically
sampling a pressure value of the one or more tires, Wherein

2. The tire pressure status noti?cation system of claim 1
Wherein the speci?c value is a numeric pressure value of the

the tire in?ation data includes the sampled pressure value.
13. The method of claim 12 Wherein the tire in?ation data

one or more vehicle tires measured in a unit of pressure.

further includes at least one of a placard pressure value and a
duration of in?ation of the one or more tires.

3. The tire pressure status noti?cation system of claim 2
Wherein the numeric pres sure value is a pressure value of the
one or more tires measured at one or more instances during

the in?ation event.
4. The tire pressure status noti?cation system of claim 2
Wherein the numeric pres sure value is a difference betWeen a
stored placard pressure value and a pressure value of the one
or more tires measured at one or more instances during the

in?ation event.

5. The tire pressure status noti?cation system of claim 4
Wherein the stored placard pressure value is input by a user.
6. The tire pressure status noti?cation system of claim 1
Wherein the speci?c value is an in?ation rate.
7. The tire pressure status noti?cation system of claim 6
Wherein the in?ation rate is measured in a unit of time.
8. The tire pressure status noti?cation system of claim 1
Wherein the one or more messages is audible.

9. The tire pressure status noti?cation system of claim 8
Wherein the one or more audible messages is one or more

beeps, tones, horn honks, or one or more voice-based mes

sages.
10. The tire pressure status noti?cation system of claim 1
Wherein the one or more vehicle components is one or more

vehicle lights, a vehicle horn, a vehicle audio system, or a

voice-based vehicle computing system.
11. A method for tire pressure status noti?cation from a

vehicle, the method comprising:
receiving input de?ning an in?ation status of one or more

14. The method of claim 12 further comprising periodi
cally sampling the pressure value according to a sampling
mode.
15. The method of claim 1 1 Wherein the status input and the
in?ation data are received via one or more data packets trans
mitted from one or more tire pressure monitoring sensors.

1 6. The method of claim 1 1 Wherein the status input and the
in?ation data are received in response to a triggering event.

17. The method of claim 16 Wherein the triggering event is
an air mass change of one or more tires.

18. The method of claim 1 6 Wherein the status input and the
in?ation data are received periodically after the triggering
event.

19. The method of claim 18 Wherein the period is every 15
to 30 seconds.

20. A method comprising:
receiving input de?ning an in?ation status of one or more

vehicle tires;
receiving in?ation data for the vehicle tires;
calculating a speci?c value for an in?ation event based on

the in?ation data; and
outputting one or more messages including the speci?c
value to one or more vehicle components.

21. The method of claim 20 Wherein generating the one or
more messages includes selecting one or more vehicle com

ponents from Which to output the one or more messages.

22. The method of claim 21 Wherein selecting the one or
more vehicle components is based on a user preference.

vehicle tires;
receiving tire in?ation data of the one or more tires;
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